“Controversy surrounds the Apple iOS 6 iPad mini feature glitches whilst users grapple with how to use them
effectively and get the most out of their devices.”
Lionel says: “The growth of iPadLessonSite.com has been fantastic. Some days we see up to 500 visitors, many of whom
return multiple times”.

New York, NY (PRBuzz) November 16, 2012 ¬– Having the latest and greatest features that iOS 6 iPad mini has to offer
makes owners of these prized possessions the envy of family and friends, as well as differentiating them from the
multitude. The iPad mini now comes packed with an extensive host of amazing features, functions and apps that
genuinely open up its potential. A world of intrigue and fun, in which the user can run wild, is opened up. With all the
latest updates available to the most recent version of Apple’s iOS 6, the iPad is continually kept current, safe and
protected. More importantly, the device is safeguarded running on up-to-the-minute Apple proprietary firmware
guaranteeing its efficiency and security. The iOS 6 iPad is remarkably easy to use when combined with relevant user
tutorials and lessons. Users are taken in a totally new direction, as it opens a world of incredible features and apps.
Holders of Apple legacy iPads (iPad 2 or later) now have the option to either consider upgrading their device or
downloading iOS 6 to get instantly ‘in touch’ with the hottest user interface and custom look. Apple’s seamless and
simple upgrade route makes the upgrade stress-free whether you decide to purchase new in-store or refurbished or
clearance specials online. The upgrade will not be available to the original iPad. The latest Apple mobile operating
platform (AAPL) is the 6th major iteration release, with uptake doubling the iOS 5 adoption rate, once the download
became available to the several hundred million Apple mobile device owners. Unfortunately, the iOS 6 software doesn't
remove developer and user pain points; controversy still surrounds built-in apps and feature glitches. A few feathers
have already been ruffled with Maps and Wi-Fi, whilst users grapple with how to use them effectively and get more out
of devices, which instead should have made lives easier. Besides the few mild inconveniences generally Apple's doing
things right with iOS 6 updates addressing deficiencies.
Apple’s iOS 6 focus has obviously focused on refinement rather than an operating system revolution, but it still
represents a substantial overhaul with many significant improvements that deliver a more durable and robust platform.
As is often the case with issues affecting only some users problems are more difficult to resolve. It could be that users
don’t know what they are doing and are still learning how to use iOS functionality. iOS 6 is a notable update and initial
problems shouldn’t put off users updating – after all updating is just at a push of a button. Accessing over 200 intriguing
features is a fascinating experience. Amongst the interesting features are: Facebook calendar and contacts integration;
posting from Passbook and Notification Center; and turn-by-turn navigation with new flyover view on Maps. The most
notable advance is the new iPad Siri voice-driven virtual assistant that now discerns even more than it ever did before.
It knows a lot more about sports, restaurants, movies, launch Facebook and even tweet. Siri is still a beta version and
could be improved in some respects. However, after widespread speculation causing a fever of excitement over Apple’s
iPad mini release its making a mark even with business users. With this mini version, Apple is hoping to claim an even
bigger share of its 61% tablet market stake. Touching Apple’s new operating system wizardry has inspired numerous
adoring iPad fans to not only be able to utilize iOS functionality but also operate it expertly, by investing in visual iPad
lessons, as a solution to the lack of built-in user guidance.
To help promote these visually based guidance tutorials, iPad Lesson Site is launching a new video designed to help
struggling iPad users find appropriate and expert ways to operate their devices effectively. Along with Apple’s iOS
approach to built-in user guidance deficiency, iPad Lesson Site promotes avoiding scams or time-wasting teaching
techniques that tempt many users today. In the end, the visual iPad lessons are yet another welcome supplement to put
a sparkle on what’s already a rock-solid Apple mobile operating platform. A new video will launch at
http://ipadlessonsite.com/ipad-user-guide/ to help those looking to find proven training solutions and master lessons
that will lead to making for a more enjoyable iPad experience.
For more information on proven visual tutorial methods from iPad lesson Site, visit
www.iPadLessonSite.com.
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